3 ways to understand
the post-pandemic consumer
Consumer behaviors have been forever transformed - impacting both media
planning and business decision-making. As shoppers have adapted to their new
habits, marketers will need to shift thinking as well.

1
Track shifted brand loyalty

ACCORDING TO MARKETING DIVE

MORE
THAN

Supply chain woes, work habits, and inﬂation
have all impacted consumer loyalty to brands –
presenting both a burden and an opportunity.

OF CONSUMERS BOUGHT A DIFFERENT
BRAND THAN THEIR USUAL IN Q4’21

TIP
Analyzing cross-shopping behaviors can
identify brands that are most visited by your
customers. Use this data to customize ad
messaging to capture their attention and
expand your market share.
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Out-of-stock products & lower prices were
their primary motivating factors.1

2
Monitor changes in case counts

When experiencing case count
increases, focus messaging on delivery
& pickup options.

THE TOTAL VALUE OF IN-STORE CARD
SALES DECREASED 0.6% IN 2020 BUT
ROSE 18.4% IN 2021.2

When cases drop, adjust messaging
to drive consumers in-store with
special oﬀers.
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Foot traﬃc and in-store purchases have been
most impacted when swings are seen in
Covid case counts. As demand signals change,
it’s important to both plan ahead and react
swiftly to limit waste and missed
opportunities in resurgent traﬃc.

TIP
Monitor the reemergence of your category’s
traﬃc. Compare your traﬃc health to others
in your space with location metrics.

3
Meet new habits and preferences

6 in 10 Americans say they’re “worn out” due
to changes they’ve had to make due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.3

TIP
Focus your targeting on audiences with
higher risk tolerances so you can tune your
campaign to meet those continuing to shop,
dine out, or travel - or who’ve made lifestyle
changes like returning to the oﬃce.

EMARKETER NOTED THAT OVER

OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR SHIFTED
DRAMATICALLY DURING THE PANDEMIC,
making it more important than ever to reach
consumers with relevant messaging.4

Per McKinsey, about 75% of consumers tried a new shopping behavior in the last 18 months,
and more than 80% intend to continue with new behaviors.5

Tune your messaging for the
post-pandemic consumer
RETURN TO WORK IN STYLE

WORK-FROM-HOME FITS

Reach consumers whose activity has increased,
are heading back to the oﬃce and entertainment,
and need a wardrobe refresh!

Capture low activity consumers who are
still working from home and prefer online
shopping with delivery options.

Interested in more tips to capture the post-pandemic consumer? Reach out to our location experts for more tips
on how to tailor your team’s media campaigns.
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